Jean, Duke of Berry, prince of France, was a great collector of beautiful books. He was also a collector of castles, tapestries, goldsmith's work, and jewels. Unfortunately, of his castles only parts of Rion and Poitiers and the ruins of Bourges and Mehun remain; of his tapestries the sole surviving example is the magnificent set representing the Nine Heroes now at The Cloisters. Practically all of his rich collection of goldsmith's work was melted down, and most of his jewels were sold to pay the King's soldiers in the Hundred Years' War. Luckily books cannot profitably be converted into bullion; they are more easily preserved than tapestries; they do not so quickly go out of style; and they do not take up so much The Duke of Berry on room in attics. Of some the Prayer for raveler three hundred manuscripts known to have been in the Duke of Berry's library, more than a quarter remain today.
vergne. Flamel." Several pages of the manuscript also bear the duke's coat of arms, the fleurs-de-lis of France in an indented border of red, and his emblems, the bear and the swan; his motto "le temps venra" is included on the calendar page for December.
A portrait of Jean of Berry appears as an illustration for a prayer to the Virgin. He is represented as young, curlyduke is ao headed, and clean-shaven, clad in a blue cloak with an ermine cape and journey. Fra chaplet of golden flowjourney. Illustration to ers. Apparently his origfrom the Beles Heures inal head covering, a hat or a ducal crown, was changed at a later date for some unknown reason. The portrait of the Duchess of Berry, Jeanne de Boulogne, at prayer before the Trinity, remains untouched. She is golden-haired, blue-gowned, and proud as a queen in her high crown. Presumably the duke is also portrayed among the horsemen approaching a castle in the last miniature of the book, which illustrates the prayer for safety on a journey. French scholars have identified the scarlet-coated figure at the far right, mounted on a white horse, as Jean of Berry, painted at a time when the duke was wearing a moustache and a beard. Recently it has been suggested that
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The It is impossible to describe with words the vibrancy and brilliance of the color schemes in these little paintings. Many of them have the hues of flower bouquets-lilacs, hyacinths, and mallow pinks, with leaf greens, strong dashes of field-poppy vermilion, and always that ineffable borage-blossom blue that the Middle Ages called ultramarine, a pigment so precious that the Duke of Berry listed two pots of it among his "treasures." In others the colors, keyed to the drab garments of the desert saints, are muted olive greens and rock browns, with vermilion for the Red Sea and small pools reflecting a blue sky. There are compositions in white, such as the scene of Bruno and his companions entering the Grande Chartreuse, where white is as exciting as any color when it is used, as here, with ultramarine blue, varying tones of soft greens, flesh tints, and gold. One of the paintings of the Crucifixion, illustrating the "darkness that came upon the earth from the sixth to the ninth hour," is done entirely in misty grays, with a streak of flame in the sky. This is one of the rare night scenes in medieval art. The borders are lavish in gold as if they were settings for jewels. Except for the Annunciation page, which has received a special treatment in the Belles Heures as in many another Book of Hours, they are intricately composed of spiky ivy leaves enlivened now and then 3oulogne, the with a scarlet and blue dragon or lrry, in prayer medallions of angels. Lines of beautiful Gothic lettering in black and vermilion or blue and red complete the design. Text, illustration, and border combine to create pages that are truly "illuminated," that is, "lighted up" and sparkling.
The duke's ouvriers, besides being expert colorists, were also good story-tellers, as all good illustrators of books should be. They depicted the familiar scenes with an unhackneyed approach and the unfamiliar with imaginative invention. A bugler plays while Christ is nailed to the cross; an angel holds Saint George's helmet while he slays the dragon, and two baby dragons emerge from the cave; Saint Louis, off for the Crusade, steers his ship between great rocks like Scylla and Charybdis in a stormy sea.
Though most of the illustrations seem to have been intended mainly to give pleasure, many of them are very moving also. In the Flight into shows that Pol and Janequin had just been engaged by Philip to "illustrate a very beautiful and very notable Bible." They were not to "hire themselves" to any other seigneur for four years but were to devote their time wholly to the above mentioned Bible, "so that it could be made and completed the better and as quickly as possible." For this they were to receive "for their labor and their living, as well as for other necessities the sum of twenty Parisian sous for the two of them for each day that they worked." Since Philip died in I404 it is probable that this Bible was not completed in his lifetime. ai f An item in the accounts of Burgundy for an earlier year ( 40 I-402) states that Janequin and Herman were at that time "young children" working in Paris for a goldsmith. It seems that they were on their way home to "the country of Gelder, where they were born," when they were taken prisoner in Brussels. The Duke of Burgundy paid their ransom because they were "nephews of Jehan Manuel [Malouel], painter and valet de chambre" to the duke, who had always rendered "good and agreeable service every day in times past, and, it was hoped, would continue to do so in the time to come." This is the earliest mention of the brothers. The last is a document discovered in Holland within the last few years which states that in 1416 the property of Pol and Janequin and Herman at Bourges was claimed by their heirs. This implies that all three brothers had recently died, probably of an epidemic, in the same year as their great patron, Jean, Duke of Berry. lendar for November The known facts conarms, from December cerning Pol and Herman and Janequin may be meager, but they are pertinent. The "country of Gelder" in the Duchy of Limbourg (now Belgium), "where they were born," produced many great artists of the period, including the even more famous brothers van Eyck. It is perhaps not by chance that both sets of brothers painted as backgrounds beautiful, luminous landscapes.
Two of the Limbourg brothers received training in Paris under a goldsmith. All three worked there at some time as illuminators of manuscripts, for Guillebert of Metz in listing the famous artists of Paris includes the "trois freres enlumineurs," who were undoubtedly the three Limbourg brothers. Paris, at the time-as in many another time-was a magnet for artists from all lands, from England, Germany, Italy, and especially from the Low Countries. Here 99
